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Tectonic stylolites in the ‘undeformed’ Cumberland Plateau of southern 
Tennessee 

L. RRl’C’E RAILSBACK and L.YNN M. ANDREW5 

Abstract--Numerous tectomc stylohtea (i.e. stylolitlc pla~~cs). mw,t of which arc nearly vertical and strike about 
N3OE. cut through otherww undetormed carbonatc~ in the Cumberland Plateau of southeastern Tenncssec. 
These stylolite\ contirm previous arguments that tectonic stylolites should form in flat-lying strata in front offold- 
thrust belts. The uniform trend ot the teeth of the stvlolites at NSOIV to N7OW suggests that they termed as the 
rcwlt ot Alleghanian comprrssmn. hut the stylolit& lie heynnd the geographic hmits of other. larger-scale. 
Alleghanian structure<. FIrId evidence shows that the hlonteagle qylohtes. which are evenly spaced. formed 
along pre-existing tractwe\. Illustratlns that even yucing 1s n~,t necc<\arily evidence of self-organi~atitln. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tectonic stylolites. or transverse stylolites. are subpla- 
nar pressure dissolution features that are generally not 
parallel to bedding and that have formed as the result of 
tectonic compression. Tectonic stylolites are typically 
found in deformed carbonates in mountain belts (e.g. 
Groshong 1975b. Marshak & Engelder 1985, Dean etal. 
1988). Tectonic stylolites can also form beyond erogenic 
regions, as Illies (1975) and Illies & Greiner (1978,1979) 
have demonstrated in the faulted but not folded Khine- 
graben region in the Alpine foreland. and as shown by 
Schultz et al. (1992) in the St. Genevieve fault zone of 
Missouri and by Arthaud & Mattaucr (1969) in Langue- 
dot. In the Appalachian region, Engelder & Engelder 
(1977) and Groshong (1975a) reported tectonic stylo- 
lites from gently folded rocks in the foreland fold belt of 
New York. However, modelling by Beaumont r’r al. 
(1988) indicates that at least vertical flcxure should 
extend into unfolded forelands 100’s of kilometers be- 
yond thrusts, and Marshak & Engelder (1985) hypothe- 
sized from field evidence that tectonic stylolites form in 
flat-lying strata prior to thrusting and folding. 

This paper reports on tectonic stylolites from unde- 
formed carbonates in the Cumberland Plateau of south- 
eastern Tennessee. and it thus confirms the models and 
hypotheses noted above. The presence of these pressure 
dissolution surfaces in undeformed. flat-lying carbon- 
ates illustrates that, despite their name. tectonic stylo- 
lites are not confined to regions of larger-scale tectonic 
deformation. Instead, they have the potential to record 
subtle or distant tectonic deformation in seemingly 
undeformed rocks. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The tectonic stylolites described below are from three 
localities in roadcuts along Interstate Highway 23 south- 

cast of Monteagle in Marion County. Tennessee, 
U.S.A. (Fig. 1). Interstate 24 splits southeast of Mont- 
eagle as it descends from the Cumberland Plateau. 
L,ocality 1 (35”12’04”N, 85”38’50”W) is on the western, 
southbound side, Locality 2 (35”10’32”N. 85”47’52”W) is 
at the southern reunion of the two halves of the highway, 
and Locality 3 (35’12’14”N, 85”47’26”W) is on the east- 
ern. northbound side. All three localities are in Missis- 
sippian carbonates. Locality 1 is in dolostones of the 
Pennington Formation, Locality 2 is in fine-grained 
do&tones of the St. Louis Formation, and Locality 3 is 
in undolomitizcd grainstones of the Bangor Formation. 
Our dissolution experiments show that the host rocks fol 
the stylolites have insoluble rcsiduc contents, mostly of 
clay, as low as 2% in the Bangor Formation but as high 
as 19% and 21% in the Pennington and St. Louis 
Formations. respectively. 

The strata at these localities are flat-lying and 
unfaultcd. The Monteagle Quadrangle geologic map by 
Moore &: Briggs (1979) shows no faults, and structure 
contours on the top of the Bangor Limestone yield dips 
of only 0.23” SE to the north of the study area and 0.11” 
SE south of the localities studied. The study area is 
about 22 km northwest of the Sequatchie Thrust, the 
westernmost thrust of the Valley and Ridge province of 
the Appalachians in southeastern Tennessee. Cross- 
sections by Woodward (1985) show folds l-2 km in front 
of the wcstcrnmost thrust in some parts of Tennessee. 
but ne\‘er as far into the interior as the study area at 
Monteagle. The Montcagle localities are thus in flat- 
lying. undeformed strata that are, by any definition. 
beyond the Appalachians and seemingly beyond the 
direct influence of Alleghanian or earlier tectonism. 

OBSERVATIONS 

l‘hc tectonic stylolites at all three localities generally 
have strikes near N30E (Fig. 2). Eighty-three per cent of 
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the stylolites measured have strikcx within loi of NiOE.. 
and 95% are within 20” of N?OE. At I,ocality I. the 
stylolites that deviate more than 70” in strike from tC3OE 
are offsets along, 01. branches at the ends of. longct 
stylolites with strikes nearer N3OE. Almost all ot the 
stylolites are nearly vertical: 70”;, have dips of at Icast 
X5”, 85% have dips greater than 80”. and 98% ha\,c d1p5 
greater than 70”. 

The orientations of the teeth ot these Xtylolitc< art‘ 
even more uniform. Ninety-tivc pet- cent of the tc,c%th 
measured trend within IO” of N60W. and 37% trend 
between NSOW and NS4W. The teeth are thus gcnct all!, 
perpendicular to the stylolite planes. but that is not true 
in all cases. For example. one stylolite at Localitv I 
strikes N32E and has teeth trending N63W. but whcrc 
the stylolite abruptly turns and strikes N67E, the trend 
of the teeth changes only to N6XW. At the branching 
stylolites noted above. trends of teeth similarly rcmnin 
at about N5OW to N7ON:. 40 that orientations of teeth 
vary much less than orientattons of stylolitcs thctnscl\ ~5. 

Measured perpendicular distances between styl<jlite\ 
range from X cm to 130 cm (Fig. 3). Longer distallcc\ 
between stylolites may exist but arc co\ered. Fifty-tline 
per cent of the inter-st\flolite distances measured art’ 

bet%ccn 30 and 70 cm, and 35% are between 40 and 50 
cm. The mean spacing of stylolites is 60 cm at Locality 1 
and 13 cm at Locality 2. The stylolites themselves are up 
to (I.5 mm thick, and their maximum amplitude is 13 
1T1111. 

IXssolution of one stylolite seam from the Pennington 
dolostones at Locality I yielded insoluble residue abun- 
dances of about 0.25 g of insoluble material per cm’ of 
st!lolite area. That residue content, combined with a 
mc>a\ured dolostone density of 2.83 gm cm-’ and a 
measured insoluble content of 19% of the host rock. 
implies a horizontal loss of about 0.46 cm of dolostone 
per stylolite. That horizontal loss. with a stylolite every 
50 cm. yields layer-parallel shortening of about 0.92%. 
For comparison, maximum offsets of 7 to 13 mm (de- 
scribed above) every 50 cm yield a shortening of 1.4 to 
2 ho;> 

.,Zt I.ocality I. at least one \tylolite can be traced into a 
smooth. unstylolitizcd joint that curves away from the 
trend of the stylolite. Another stylolite of typical thick- 
ness continues relatively straight but thins to an end 
bc\;ond the point at which a joint curves away. Thus, at 
least some stylolite planes appear to be coincident with 
joints. but do not continue along the hooked ends of 
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Fig. 3. Distance bctwccn ad]accnt tccton~c \tyloI~tes 111 rcudwts ne;it 
Montcagle. l‘ennesscc. SW Fis. I for locatlom ~,f L.oc;llitre\ I and 3. 

those joints as the latter increasingly deviate from N3OE. 
Other joints that strike N29W have similar hooked 
terminations but are not coincident with stylolites. 

Tectonic stylolites md tcctorzistn 

The uniformity of orientations of stylolite teeth near 
Monteagle suggests that one compressive event, rather 
than multiple events, was responsible for stylolitization. 
The teeth have orientations perpendicular to many 
Alleghanian structures. For example. the Sequatchie 
Thrust. the westernmost thrust of the Valley and Ridge 
in southeastern Tennessee, strikes NZUE, and the Chat- 
tanooga Thrust, the next thrust to the east, strikes 

N29E. The axis of the synclinc in front of the Chatta- 
nooga ‘l~hrust similarly trends N27E. The similarity of 
the observed shortening direction for stylolitization 
(N5OW to N7OW) to the inferred shortening direction 
for Alleghanian thrusting and folding (perpendicular to 
those structures and thus about N6OW) clearly suggests 
that the stylolites resulted from the same tectonic event. 
I‘he development of the Monteagle tectonic stylolites in 
three different stratigraphic units with very different 
lithologicrs and clay contents suggests that their develop- 
ment was not a fluke resulting from unique circum- 
\t;tnces but was instead a widespread response to 
tectonic compression. 

The development of these stylolites in otherwise 
undeformed strata confirms the hypothesis that stylo- 
lites form in flat-lying rocks ‘prior to the development of 
~-amps and associated folds’ (Marshak & Engelder 1985; 
\ce their fig. 1 I). As noted above. tectonic stylolites are 
known from weakly deformed foreland, non-erogenic 
\ettings. Stylolitization in the flat-lying unfaulted strata 
at blontcagle suggests, however, that other tectonic 
stylolitea may exist elsewhere as records of tectonic 
activity in strata that otherwise appear undeformed. 

Anal\,sis of Monteagle stylolites yields minimum 
layer-parallel shortening of about l-2%, whereas Crad- 
dock B van der Pluijm (1989) used twinning to detect 
24% shortening in front of the Appalachian and Oua- 
chita active plate margins. Several studies (e.g. 
Engeldcr Cir Engelder 1977. Dean etd. 1990) have found 
that prex\ure dissolution accounts for major shortening 
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within fold-thrust hclts. Taken together, the twinning 
studied by Craddock Kr van der Pluijm (1YXY) and the 
stylolitization described abovc suggest that considerable 
shortening also occurred in the seemingly undeformed 
regions beyond the Appalachian fold-thrust belt. Short- 
ening of this type may account for movement along the 
blind thrusts in front of the Appalachians documented 
by Woodward (lY85). 

The coalescence of tectonic stylolitcs with fractures 
having hooked terminations provides good evidence 
that thcsc stylolites formed along preexisting fractures. 
If the hooked fractures postdated the stylolites, they 
would offset or disrupt them, and the disappearance of 
hooked fractures into stylolites suggests that stylol- 
itization has consumed tho fractures where they were 
straightest and most nearly perpendicular to maximum 
compression. Furthermore. stylolitc teeth not per- 
pendicular to st!,lolite surfaces are typical of stylolites 
formed on pre-existing surfaces (e.g. Dean et al. 198X). 
whereas teeth of \tylolites formed rle ~IOLQ are usuallv 
perpendicular to the stylolitc surface. The origin of the 
fractures is not ohviou\. but ths similarity of their strike 
to trends of Mississippian isopach maps (e.g. the N3XE 
trend on Plate 7 of Dewitt & McGrew lY7Y) suggests 
that the fractures resulted from extension during blissis- 
sippian deposition (as similarly suggested in West VIrgi- 
nia by Dean et nl. 1088). 

The relatively even spacing of stylolites formed alon! 
prc-existing fractures also casts a note of warnrng 
regarding the origin of evenly-spaced stylolites. Merino 
et 01. (lY83). Merino (lYX4). Ortoleva (IYX?). Ortoleva 
et al. (lYX7), Dewers & Ortolcva (1YYO). Merino (lYY3). 
Ortolavn it 01. ( lYY.3) and Ortoleva (lYY4) have pro- 
posed a widely cited and mathematically elegant model 
for chemical \clf-organization of stylolites that result\ in 
formation of evenly-spaced stylolitcs. The clustering of 
inter-stylolite distances documented in Fig. 3 could bc 
taken as evidence for this chemical self-organization 
model. However. the origin of those stylolitcs along pre- 
existing fracture\. which also are commonl) evenly 
spaced (Hobbs cll al. lY76). shwvs that evenly spaced 
tectonic stylolites deserve careful examination hetorc 
they should he used as cvidcnce of chemical wlf- 
organization. 

( 1 ) Tectonic stvlolites arc present in undeformed, 
flat-lying and unfaulted. carbonates in the southeastern 
Cumberland Plateau. Their presence confirms previous 
arguments that tectonic stylolites should exist in fore- 
land regions that are otherwise undeformed. 

(2) The tectonic stvlolitcs near Monteagle formed 
along pre-existing fractures as the result of compression 
associated with Alleghanian tcctoniwl. 

(3) The relatively e\,en spacing of tectonic stylolitcs 

near Monteagle illustrates that regular spacing of stylo- 
lites can result from stylolitiLation along pre-existing 
fractures. so that rcgulnr spacing need not represent 
chemical self-organization. 
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